AMPLIFYING INTELLIGENCE
Complementing human intellect to allow
companies to achieve peak intelligence

FUSIONEX ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
This new data age is marked with increasing complexity of information beyond the capability of
the human mind to process. Fusionex’s Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) solutions use next-gen cognitive
technology to boost the capability of decision-makers to work smarter, more productively, and
ﬂexibly, allowing them to stay on top of challenging business environments.

Computer Vision

Augmented Reality

Enhance Internet of Things (IoT)
devices to use automated image
processing and object detection.
Machines can learn to better
recognize things over time.

Combining virtual reality with
live real-world video imagery,
AR digitally improves human
vision with computer-generated
graphics to unlock a world of
new possibilities.

Robotics
Fully automated robots can assist
and work alongside humans to
handle
rote
activities
and
data-crunching exercises, freeing
humans to attend to more creative
and complex tasks.

Chatbot
Consumer-facing digital AI can
manage customer communications
at high speed and eﬃciency using
intelligent text and voice analysis.

Drones
Functions fully automatically
without the need for human
pilots. Able to schedule pick-ups,
deliveries, intelligent battery
exchanges, emergency landings,
and route optimization activities.

INTELLIGENT, AUTOMATED, HUMANIZED
Fusionex AI solutions grant you the capability to perform faster, better, and more accurately.
Our industry-speciﬁc solutions are tailored to solve industry-speciﬁc problems with the
exponential horsepower found in intelligent, tireless machines.

Security
• Facial recognition identiﬁes criminals or blacklisted individuals
• Image analytics detects unattended objects that pose a security risk
• Machine learning recognizes suspicious individuals who pass frequently

Retail
• Facial recognition auto-tags customer proﬁles without need for registration
• Identify customer demographics and shopping behavior better
• Analyze customer traﬃc patterns within the shop
• Augmented reality lets customers inspect products

Travel & Hospitality
• Chatbot and voice recognition allows personalized room service
• Intelligently apply customer preference at check-in: sea view, non-smoking
• Measure waiting times and deploy more staﬀ when needed
• Analyze customer sentiments on social media

Manufacturing
• Sensors predict machine downtime and trigger preventive maintenance
• Auto image processing identiﬁes defects and minimizes human error
• Sensors on products analyze usage and trigger proactive maintenance

Agriculture
• Drones perform aerial fertilization of crops
• Robots use image recognition to harvest ripe crops
• Computer vision grades and sorts crops based on quality

BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY TOWARDS MASTERING AI

Intelligence on demand

Tailor-made

Providing you robust, Cloud-based
solutions that scale with your business.
Flexibly allocate computing power
when you expand.

Find an AI solution that is the perfect ﬁt
for your organization. Our solutions
support diverse environments for your
speciﬁc needs.

Learn from the experts

Ensuring security

Never lose the way on your AI journey.
Fusionex AI experts will assist you with
planning, implementation, and beyond.

Fusionex AI features a suite of securely
designed infrastructure, vulnerability
management
architecture,
and
end-user training.

